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Season 4, Episode 20
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Luke Can See Her Face



Jackson's devotion to his wife and her famous zucchini soup set the stage for the perfect antidote to the stress surrounding the opening of the Inn; Luke unwittingly comes to the rescue when Sookie tries to set Lorelai up with the poultry supplier; Liz returns to Stars Hollow to announce that she's getting married in the town square in a week; Paris and Asher decide to travel to England together during the summer; T.J. has a tumultuous bachelor party; at Luke's request, Jess changes his mind about attending his mother's wedding and returns to Stars Hollow for the festivities; Rory tries to hide her discomfort when Lorelai tells her about overhearing a fight between Dean and Lindsay; a self-help tape helps Luke clarify his thinking, and a talk with Jess gets him started on the path to having the relationship he's been looking for all along.
Quest roles:
Milo Ventimiglia(Jess Mariano), Kathleen Wilhoite(Liz Danes), Michael DeLuise(T.J.), Arielle Kebbel(Lindsay), Ethan Cohn(Glenn Babble), Michael York(Asher Fleming), Maite Schwartz, David DeLuise


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
4 May 2004, 00:00
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